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LIVINGTON PRIME
is the lightest battery driven vacuum cleaner on the market with
comparable suction power as big brands like Dyson.

LIVINGTON
is a well known and exclusive household brand of MediaShop. 

„PRIME“ 
was chosen following the name „Optimus Prime“ from the famous
Transformers-movies to underline the technological degree of the
development of the product. This has been strengthened by making
some animations in this direction. 

UNIQUENESS
It has a bendable suction tube and an automatically rotating brush. 

 1. Livington Prime - characterisation



1. LIGHTEST PRODUCT

Has been pointed out by testimonials, which reach out on
higher places and the male testimonial that throws it up and
catches it easily after being finished with the work.

 2. creative strategy –
      3 unique features



 2. creative strategy –
      3 unique features

2. BENDABLE TUBE

Has been pointed out by showing several real examples of how this
feature helps improving the daily work, by reaching out places, which
usually can not be reached without bending over (under chairs,
tables or commodes).



 2. creative strategy –
      3 unique features

3. ROTATING BRUSH

Since this is hard to show in real, a high quality animation
explains the rotating brush and the functionality several times.



  2. creative strategy – the open
The consideration here was to illustrate memorably how to simplify everyday life with Livington Prime 
and save valuable time. This everyday situation was a very conscious decision.



The consideration here was to illustrate memorably how to simplify everyday life with Livington Prime and 
save valuable time. This everyday situation was a very conscious decision.

The CTA has many stages of highlighting a great offer according to proven methods from years.  Before 
the CTA itself we placed a PreCTA to gain additional attention and excitement. 
As point of entry we announced a top-price immediately followed by the three most important advanta-
ges. After that we announced the advantage package with a lot of additional features and demonstrated 
the uniqueness of Livington Prime in comparison to our competition: high-quality, full-featured and above 
all  - cheaper!
One of the highlights is cancelling 1 of 4 payments to increase the price advantage followed by a 30-day 
money back guarantee and a compact repetition of the offer and payment terms.

  2. creative strategy – CTA



      CTA-Bild



 2. creative strategy –
      set design

According to the everyday environment of our customers and  to 
further illustrate the problem situation in the open we decided to 
create a living situation with kitchen, bathroom, living/dining-room as 
well as a terrace.  Besides that it was important for us to use colours 
and style which look up-to-date and modern.



Our host Stephan Häusler is a well-known professional in the Teleshopping
industry since 2003 and had various performances in famous TV-shows
in Germany including some shows with Walter Freiwald –
a famous Teleshopping legend in Germany.

He started the MediaShop-cooperation 2012
with an amazing success for our our unique
and outstanding cleaning product pure 100%.
It was certified 2016 with the EMMA-award for
the most innovative product and got the approved
environmental quality seal by ECOCERT.

    3. casting – host Stephan Häusler
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4. markets for the show
THE SHOW
is brand new and expected to be in the top 3 for at least 5 month on 
industry reports due to the very strong test results. 
 
THE ROLL OUT
of the show started in August 2017 in Germany with a media spend 
of 2,5 Mio USD so far.

THE SUCCESS
Already successfully tested in various countries: Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland, France, Italy, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania,
Hungary, Poland, Slovenia.



The test results have been among the best in the
18 year history of MediaShop. 
 
MER was 8,1:1 
CPO was only 22€ for an average busket of 174€. 

200.000 units are already sold.

Approximately 500.000-1.000.000 will be sold in total
with a sales price of around 150 USD for the main unit.

Our brand Livington stands for high quality, extraordinary design and 
innovation. Of course one of our goals is to bring new sales records, 
but above all we endeavour to give our customers a unique shopping 
experience which starts with an emotionalizing show.

5. goals of the show  
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